Abstract. We recall the description of natural transformations of semiholonomic jet functors J r defined on the categories M f m × M f and F M m,n . Up to order three, exact coordinate formulae are known, for general order several related results are reminded. We also show an application of semiholonomic jet transformations to prolongation of general connections.
INTRODUCTION
Let F M m,n be the category of fibred manifolds with m-dimensional bases, n-dimensional fibres, and locally invertible fibre-preserving mappings. Further, let M f m and M f be the category of m-dimensional manifolds endowed with local diffeomorphisms and the category of all manifolds and all smooth mappings, respectively. It is well known that suitable models for many physical phenomena can be found among the objects of F M m,n . Important characteristics of physical laws can be expressed by means of geometrical objects like jets, connections, and natural operators. This has been widely studied and can be found in e.g. [7] . This paper is devoted to natural transformations of semiholonomic jet functors J r defined on categories M f m × M f and F M m,n and their applications to prolongation of connections. For r ≤ 3, exact coordinate formulae are known, for general order r we recall several results concerning transformations of nonholonomic, semiholonomic, and holonomic jet functors and their combinations.
In the last section, we show a direct application of jet transformations to prolongation of general connections. For order two, we recall a formula of all natural operators transforming first-order general connection into second-order general connection by means of the so-called Ehresmann prolongation. For higher orders the problem becomes technically complicated and remains open.
We note that differential prolongations of different objects, including connections, are widely studied. Some other procedures like immersion of connections in the space of infinite jets and further applications can be found in [1, 2] . Recall that r-th nonholonomic prolongation J r Y of Y is defined by iteration 
We recall that the induced coordinates on the holonomic prolongation J r Y are given by 
2. We define the induced coordinates on J r Y by
). On the other hand, J r , J r , and J r can be also considered as bundle functors on the product category 
It remains to describe coordinates on the semiholonomic prolongation
where x = αX and y = β X are the source and target of X ∈ J r (M, N), respectively, see [7] .
According to [7] , two maps f , g : M → N determine the same r-jet at the point x ∈ M, i.e. j r x f = j r x g, if and only if all partial derivatives up to order r of the components f p and g p of their coordinate expressions coincide at x. Thus if we use the notation z
, local coordinates on J r (M, N) are given by
, where α is a multiindex of range dimM satisfying |α| ≤ r, x i and y p are local coordinates on M and N, respectively. Similarly to the jet prolongations of a fibred manifold, local coordinates on J r (M, N) include zero indices in the subscripts and there is no symmetry involved, while in the semiholonomic case the zero indices are eliminated. For example, for r = 2 we have the coordinate chart (
JETS ON THE CATEGORY M f m × M f
We first recall some results about second-and third-order semiholonomic jet transformations. 
The following description of all natural transformations J 3 → J 3 between semiholonomic 3-jet functors defined on the product category M f m × M f can be found in [12] . Finally, we recall the transformations of holonomic jet functor J r defined on the category M f m × M f , see [7] . Y . From the coordinate formula of e Λ it is easy to derive that e does not depend on any linear connection on the base manifold, see [7] . Given local coordinates (x i , y p , y 
